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For the ultimate in epic fantasy, be transported to a vast world on a quest to become an Elden Lord.
A breathtaking game experience in a scale never before seen in a fantasy RPG. Created in

collaboration with the most talented hands in the industry, the game features a gorgeous hand-
drawn visual world, a simple interface, a wide variety of exciting combat encounters, a deep,

complex storyline, and a multitude of side quests. ABOUT IARIAI: IariaI was born in 2001. With the
originality of young designers, we create elegant, interactive, and immersive media with a unique

style that combines the beauty of Japanese graphics with the cutting edge of American style. We are
currently the leader in development of mobile games, providing attractive games full of high quality

at a reasonable price. ABOUT RAICHU ENTERTAINMENT: RAICHU ENTERTAINMENT is a global
entertainment company specializing in mobile game development, console game development, and

the distribution of video games and other content through the internet. They plan and lead ambitious
projects that embody our vision for our employees, our clients, and society in general. For more

information, please visit www.raiqu.com ABOUT TITANIUM ENTERTAINMENT: Titan Entertainment is
an innovative mobile game developer based in Seoul, South Korea. A market leader in smart mobile
gaming, we are committed to providing high-quality, innovative, and entertaining games to global

audiences through our worldwide operation. For more information, please visit www.tinywood.com --
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Features Key:
Revenant enemies include terrifying beasts that greatly overwhelm you

Reveal the reason behind the world by examining artefacts that can only be attained in the Lands
Between

Weapons and armor will be converted and upgraded as the story progresses, offering a variety of
ways to customize your character and game play style
A vast world with multiple interconnecting dungeons

Fully orchestrated soundtrack

Composition
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Yuri Suzuki and Yasuhiko Obata - Director & Illustrator

Akito Takimoto - Composer

Akihiro Ito - Music Production, Sound Engineer

Will Myers - Mixing, Mastering, Pro Tools

Masashi Ueda - Animation, ADR Director

Toshiaki Matsuo - Animation, Key Animation

Alexandrea Crisell - Animation, Key Animation

Yin Wu - Prop Designer

CheatCC - Production Management

Choko Hasebe - Manga Character Design, Key Animation

Voice Actor
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